
BOAXEL
Storage solution

Care and Cleaning
Wipe clean with a cloth dampened 
in a mild cleaner. Then dry with a 
clean, dry cloth.

Safety
Different wall materials require  
different types of different types  
of mounting hardware. Use  
mounting hardware (sold  
separately) suitable for the walls  
in your home. If you have any 
doubts regarding what kind of 
walls you have in your home,  
how much load they can carry  
or how to securely fix BOAXEL  
onto your walls, you must  
contact a specialised local  
dealer for advice.

Good to know
Only recommended for indoor use, 
closed balconies and laundry.

Wherever you need to store things, BOAXEL has a solution that makes 
every square centimetre count. A smart design with clean lines means 
you can optimise storage without compromising on style.

BOAXEL is easy to customize to different rooms and situations. From 
sorting clothes in the bedroom and the laundry room to organizing 
coats in the hallway.

BOAXEL can easily adapt and change, just like your life does. Need 
more storage in the wardrobe for a new family member? Add mesh 
baskets. Want to rearrange your laundry room? Shelves move easily. 
With BOAXEL, there’s a solution for every storage need.

This is a reference guide created to better assist customers when purchasing products. While a high level of 
accuracy has been sought in its preparation, we cannot guarantee that there are no errors or omissions nor 
will we be bound by them. Availability may vary by store and prices are subject to change. Please see an IKEA 
co-worker or visit www.IKEA.ca for more information. 



How to build

Choose your solution

We have a wide range of BOAXEL combinations to choose  
from which you can find in the store or on our website at  
www.IKEA.ca. If you don’t find a pre-designed solution that  
you like, you can create the perfect combination that suits  
your needs and taste on your own. Begin by looking through 
the ready-made combinations on the web and choose one  
that inspires you. You can then use our planning tool to design 
your own unique combination. There are 4 steps to follow:

1. Before you start to plan your new storage solution, find out 
what space you have to work with. Sketch out your working 
space by taking measurements from the floor to the ceiling 
and between the walls. Make a note of any features such as 
windows or doors that might affect the size of your storage 
solution, take detailed measurements and make room for 
opening and closing doors.

2. Choose the amount of mounting rails and wall uprights that 
you need based on your planned combination. 

3. Choose interiors. Think through your day-to-day needs 
and what you need to store. Once you have decided on the 
interiors.

4. Choose the amount of brackets needed in order to install 
your chosen interiors. Complete your storage solution with 
your choice of boxes and inserts from our extensive range of 
interior accessories. 

How to calculate the width of a tailor-made solution?

If you are planning your wall mounted storage solution yourself, 
you need to allow for 2 cm for the width of the outer wall  
uprights and 0 cm for each centre wall upright, (since the 

shelves overlap the centre wall upright). You must also add the 
width of the shelves or interiors you have chosen. 

Quick calculation guide 
1 wall upright: +0 cm
2 wall upright: +2 cm
3 wall upright: +2 cm
4 wall upright: +2 cm

Widths of the shelves and interiors: 
60 cm  
(shelves, wire shelf, mesh baskets, clothes 
rail, pants hanger, drying rack, shoe shelf) 
80 cm 
(shelves, wire shelf, mesh baskets, clothes 
rail, pants hanger, drying rack, shoe shelf)

1 cm
60 cm

1 cm

Example 1: 
1 cm + 60 cm + 1 cm = 62 cm 

1 cm
60 cm

0 cm

60 cm

0 cm

60 cm

1 cm
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Example 2:  
1 cm + 60 cm + 60 cm + 60 cm + 1 cm = 182 cm

IMPORTANT! 
When installing a wall mounted BOAXEL 
solution, follow the assembly instructions 
that come with the wall uprights to  
ensure you get the correct distance  
between drilling holes. 



All parts
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

BOAXEL mounting rail, white.

62 cm (24⅝") 304.487.39
82 cm (32¼") 104.487.40

BOAXEL wall upright, white. 

100 cm (39⅜") 004.487.31 
200 cm (78¾") 804.487.32

BOAXEL bracket, white. 

40 cm (15¾") 604.487.33

Interiors
BOAXEL shelf, white.

60×40 cm (23⅝×15¾") 704.487.37
80×40 cm (31½×15¾") 904.487.36 

BOAXEL shelf, gray.

60×40 cm (23⅝×15¾") 704.487.56
80×40 cm (31½×15¾") 904.487.55

BOAXEL shelf, metal white.

60×40 cm (23⅝×15¾") 404.487.34
80×40 cm (31½×15¾") 104.487.35 

BOAXEL wire shelf, white. 

60×40 cm (23⅝×15¾") 504.495.87
80×40 cm (31½×15¾") 304.495.88

BOAXEL shoe shelf, white.

60×40 cm (23⅝×15¾") 104.503.99 
80×40 cm (31½×15¾") 704.504.00 

BOAXEL adjustable shelf, white. 

20-30 cm (7⅞"-11¾") 304.637.44

BOAXEL mesh basket, white.

60×40×15 cm (23⅝×15¾×5⅞") 204.487.49 
80×40×15 cm (31½×15¾×5⅞") 904.586.07 

BOAXEL clothes rail, white.

60 cm (23⅝") 904.487.41 
80 cm (31½") 704.487.42

BOAXEL drying rack, white. 

60×40 cm (23⅝×15¾") 604.487.47
80×40 cm (31½×15¾") 404.487.48
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Ready made combinations
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

BOAXEL 1 section with shelf, and shoe shelf.
Overall size: 62×40×201 cm (24⅜×15¾×79")
This combination   
with white shelves 293.323.63

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 6 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 1 pc 
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 1 pc
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 1 pc
BOAXEL pants hanger, 60 cm, white 304.487.44 1 pc
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 2 pcs

BOAXEL 1 section with shelves and mesh baskets.
Overall size: 62×40×201 cm (24⅜×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 193.323.68 
with gray shelves 393.323.72
with oak effect shelves 993.323.69

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 10 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 1 pc
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 3 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket 60×40×15 white 204.487.49 2 pcs

BOAXEL 2 sections with shelves and mesh baskets.
Overall size: 122×40×201 cm (48×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 193.323.73

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 18 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 6 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 6 pcs

BOAXEL 2 sections with shelves, shoe shelves and 
mesh baskets.
Overall size: 122×40×201 cm (48×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 493.323.76

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 14 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 3 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 3 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 2 pcs
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Ready made combinations
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

BOAXEL 2 sections with shelves, shoe shelves and 
mesh baskets.
Overall size: 122×40×201 cm (48×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 893.323.79

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 13 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 4 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 1 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 2 pcs
BOAXEL pants hanger, 60 cm, white 304.487.44 1 pc

BOAXEL 4 sections with shelves, shoe shelves and 
mesh baskets.
Overall size: 242×40×201 cm (95¼×15¾×79")
This combination
with white shelves  293.323.82 
with oak effect shelves 593.323.85 
with gray shelves 993.323.88

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 28 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 4 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 4 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 5 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 12 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 3 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 3 pcs
BOAXEL pants hanger, 60 cm, white 304.487.44 1 pc

BOAXEL 4 sections with shelves, shoe shelves and 
mesh baskets.
Overall size: 242×40×201 cm (95¼×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 793.323.89 

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 24 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 4 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 4 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 5 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 11 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 2 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 2 pcs
BOAXEL pants hanger, 60 cm, white 304.487.44 1 pc

BOAXEL 3 sections with shelves, shoe shelves and 
mesh baskets.
Overall size: 182×40×201 cm (71⅝×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 193.323.92

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 18 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 3 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 3 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 4 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 6 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 1 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 4 pcs
BOAXEL pants hanger, 60 cm, white 304.487.44 1 pc
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Ready made combinations
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

BOAXEL 3 sections with shelves, shoe shelves and 
mesh baskets.
Overall size: 182×40×201 cm (71⅝×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 493.323.95

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 21 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 3 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 3 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 4 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 704.487.37 8 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 2 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 4 pcs
BOAXEL pants hanger, 60 cm, white 304.487.44 1 pc

BOAXEL 1 section with wire shelves and shoe shelves white.
Overall size: 62×40×201 cm (24⅜×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 493.323.57

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 8 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 1 pc
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 2 pcs
BOAXEL wire shelf, 60×40 cm, white * 504.495.87 2 pcs

BOAXEL 2 sections with shelves, shoe shelves and 
mesh baskets.
Overall size: 122×40×201 cm (48×15¾×79")
This combination 
with oak effect shelves 393.323.53
with gray shelves 693.323.56

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 15 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 3 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 204.487.49 2 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 104.503.99 2 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.487.41 1 pc

BOAXEL 2 sections with wire shelves and drying racks.
Overall size: 162×40×201 cm (63¾×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 693.323.99

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 14 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 80 cm, white 704.487.42 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 404.487.48 2 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket 80×40×15 cm, white 904.586.07 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 104.487.40 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall uppright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 3 pcs
BOAXEL wire shelf 80×40 cm, white * 304.495.88 4 pcs
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Ready made combinations
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

BOAXEL 2 sections with shelves and drying rack.
Overall size: 162×40×201 cm (63¾×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 893.324.02

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 15 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 80 cm, white 704.487.42 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 404.487.48 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 104.487.40 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall uppright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 80×40 cm, metal white 104.487.35 7 pcs

BOAXEL 1 section with shelves and drying rack
Overall size: 82×40×201 cm (32¼×15¾×79")
This combination  
with white shelves 693.855.71
with white metal shelves 793.324.07

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 8 pcs
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 404.487.48 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 104.487.40 1 pc
BOAXEL wall uppright, 200 cm, white 804.487.32 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 80×40 cm, white 904.487.36 3 pcs

BOAXEL 3 sections with shelves and drying racks
Overall size: 222×40×101 cm (87⅜×15¾×39⅝")
This combination  
with white shelves 193.324.10

Shopping list:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 604.487.33 11 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 80 cm, white 704.487.42 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 60×40 cm, white * 604.487.47 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 404.487.48 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 304.487.39 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 104.487.40 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 80×40 cm, metal white 104.487.35 4 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 100 cm, white 004.487.31 4 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, metal white 404.487.34 2 pcs
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Accessories
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

Clothes storage
STUK box with compartments, fabric. White.

20×34×10 cm (7¾×13½×4") 604.744.25
20×51×10 cm (7¾×20×4") 604.744.30
20×51×18 cm (7¾×20×7") 804.744.34
34×51×10 cm (13½×20×4") 904.744.38
34×51×18 cm (13½×20×7") 904.744.43

STUK storage case, fabric. 34×51×28 cm (13½×20×11").

White/gray 403.096.86
Light gray-green 405.276.70

SKUBB box with compartments, fabric. 44×34×11 cm 
(17¼×13½×4¼").

White 101.855.93
Dark gray  504.000.05

SKUBB shoe box, fabric. 22×34×16 cm (8¾×13½×6¼"). 
4-pack.
White 901.863.91
Dark gray 804.000.04

RABBLA box with lid, fabric and bamboo.

25×35×20 cm (9¾×13¾×7¾") 603.481.25

RABBLA box with compartments, fabric and bamboo.

25×35×10 cm (9¾×13¾×4") 903.481.24

TJENA storage box with lid, paper. 35×50×30 cm 
(13¾×19¾×11¾").

White 903.743.49

Hanging organizers
STUK storage with 7 compartments, fabric.  
30×30×90 cm (11¾×11¾×35½").
White/gray 703.708.56
Light gray-green 705.276.83

STUK clothes cover, fabric. Set of 3.

White/gray 503.708.76
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Accessories
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

Other storage
KUGGIS box with lid, plastic. 

18×26×8 cm (7×10¼×3¼")
White 202.802.07

Turquoise 004.895.14
Transparent black 305.140.36

26×35×15 cm (10¼×13¾×6")
White 602.802.05
Turquoise 404.768.21
Transparent black 705.140.39

37×54×21 cm (14½×21¼×8¼")
White 102.802.03
Turquoise 104.768.27
Transparent black 105.140.42

TJENA magazine file, paper. 2-pack.

White 103.954.16
White/beige 605.258.06

TJENA storage box with lid, paper.

18×25×15 cm (7×9¾×6")

White 103.954.21

25×35×20 cm (9¾×13¾×7¾")
White 603.954.28
White/beige 405.258.07

32×35×32 cm (12½×13¾×12½")
White 404.693.02
White/beige 205.258.08

DRÖNA box, fabric. 33×38×33 cm (13×15×13").

Dark gray 104.439.74

Black 302.192.81
White 402.179.55
Dark blue 603.537.96
Cat patterned/beige 305.283.83

GNABBAS basket, seagrass/polyester. 32×35×32 cm 
(12½×13¾×12½").

604.002.98

SOCKERBIT box with lid, plastic. White.

38×25×15 cm (15×9¾×6") 403.160.69

38×51×30 cm (15×20×11¾") 803.160.67

KVARNVIK storage box with lid, paper. Beige.

25×35×20 cm (9¾×13¾×7¾") 204.594.79

32×35×32 cm (12½×13¾×12½") 004.594.80

SAMLA boxes transparent, transparent plastic.

28×19×14 cm (11×7½×5½") /5 l 701.029.72

39×28×14 cm (15¼×11×5½") /11 l 401.029.78
39×28×28 cm (15¼×11×11") /22 l 801.029.76 
56×39×28 cm (22×15¼×11") /45 l 301.029.74
56×39×42 cm (22×15¼×16½") /65 l 001.029.75

SAMLA lid transparent, plastic. 

for 5 l boxes 504.550.88

for 11/22 l boxes 904.550.86
for 45/65 l boxes 704.550.87
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Services

We offer a range of services to help you with everything from putting it together to getting it home. Of course, the more you do it 
yourself, the lower the price will be. And the more we do it for you, the more you can sit back and relax!

Delivery service

Can’t take your furniture with you? 
We’ll bring it to your home or 
workplace.

Click and Collect

Your online purchases can be ready for 
pick-up on a day that’s convenient for you. 
Have access to all items available to  
purchase online at IKEA.ca. It’s easy:

1.    Buy your items online
2. Pre-select a date to collect 
  your order
3. Pick-up your purchase at an 
  IKEA store near you.

Assembly service  

Sometimes it’s nice to have someone 
else to put your furniture together.  
We’re happy to do it for you. 

Talk to a co-worker or visit www.IKEA.ca/services for further details and pricing.
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